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Agenda

➢ Industry Updates

➢ Accessibility

➢ When flawed implementation yields imperfect results: Following 
information crumbs

➢Data citations

➢Pagination woes

➢Author instructions (when personal meets professional)



AI Run Amok: 2020 Edition

➢ https://twitter.com/AlexanderRKlotz/status/1252389218514427909

https://twitter.com/AlexanderRKlotz/status/1252389218514427909


AI Run Amok: 2021 Edition

➢ https://twitter.com/tsmullaney/st
atus/1445869964695465987?cn
=ZmxleGlibGVfcmVjcw%3D%3D
&refsrc=email

https://twitter.com/tsmullaney/status/1445869964695465987?cn=ZmxleGlibGVfcmVjcw%3D%3D&refsrc=email


Unicode 14.0

➢ Released September 14, 2021

➢838 new characters, including 37 new emoji 

➢144,697 total characters

➢5 new scripts

➢Source: http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode14.0.0/

http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode14.0.0/


Accessibility overlays (a warning)

➢ What’s the little blue icon?



Custom accessibility adjustments

➢ Implemented by adding one 
line in your HTML pages

➢ But does it work?



Ask the expert

“I was just on this website a consumer website and they have an interesting icon 
in the lower right corner of a person in a blue circle.  If you click on the icon, you 
get a whole lot of controls for different kinds of disabilities to optimize the 
website. I’ve never seen this before. Is this part of the WCAG recommendations 
or something unique?”



The expert’s reply

You have stumbled upon the biggest controversy in the accessibility industry:  
accessibility overlays!

Given all the ADA litigation around website accessibility, some companies have sprung 
up that promise “instant, 100% ADA compliance” with just one line of code.  (If that 
sounds like snake oil, you guessed it!)

The one on the consumer site is called AccessiBe and people have thoughts:

What's Wrong With Quick-Fix Products For Digital Accessibility (forrester.com)

Honor the ADA: Avoid Web Accessibility Quick-Fix Overlays – Law Office of Lainey 
Feingold (lflegal.com)

Overlay Fact Sheet

So yes, quite the can of worms 😊

https://go.forrester.com/blogs/whats-wrong-with-quick-fix-products-for-digital-accessibility/
https://www.lflegal.com/2020/08/quick-fix/
https://overlayfactsheet.com/#introduction-definition-and-history-of-web-accessibility-overlays


Accessibility is…

➢ Not free!

➢ Not easy!

➢ But important to do (ethically, and sometimes legally)

➢ We are here to help (https://www.inera.com/blog/extyles-for-
accessibility-part-1/)

➢ And whatever you do… don’t license accessibility overlays!

https://www.inera.com/blog/extyles-for-accessibility-part-1/


Software citations

➢ JATS4R software citation recommendation 

➢ Available for public comment until November 1

➢ https://jats4r.org/software-citations/

https://jats4r.org/software-citations/


Software citation ID challenges
➢ How do we know a reference is citing software?

➢Bates D et al. 2016. https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html

➢Rasband WS. 1997. Image J. US National Institutes of Health. 
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

➢Hannah N et al. 2019, April 12. The ACCESS-OM2 global ocean - sea ice 
coupled model (Version 1.0). Zenodo. 
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653246

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653246


Software citation ID challenges
➢ eXtyles identifies all of these as <eref> because there is no context to tell 

us they’re citing software:

➢ Authors usually don’t provide sufficient context to auto-identify 
software citations

➢ Do you think vendors can get this right?

<eref>D. Bates et al., 2016. https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html</eref>

<eref>N. Hannah et al., 2019, April 12. The ACCESS-OM2 global ocean - sea ice coupled model (Version 

1.0). Zenodo. http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653246</eref>

<eref>W. S. Rasband, 1997. Image J. US National Institutes of Health. http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/</eref>

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/index.html
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2653246
http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/


Following information crumbs (1)…

➢ This data citation was not handled correctly at Crossref

➢ Lerback, J., Hanson, B., & Wooden, P. (2020). Data for “Association Between Author 

Diversity and Acceptance Rates and Citations in Peer‐Reviewed Earth Science Manuscripts”. 

Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3583354

➢ The problem: The vendor mis-tagged a data citation as a book citation

➢ Mis-tagged data citations are a common problem

➢ Authors fail to provide context

➢ Vendors fail to research individual citations

➢ The challenge: mis-tagged data citations make it difficult to properly credit 
data

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3583354


Following information crumbs (2)…

➢ Atypon September 28 Minor release: Crossref deposit change for e-
location IDs

➢ But Crossref supported deposit of e-location IDs as first-page for 20 
years

➢ While an improvement, only needed for one customer. Why?

➢ The customer had e-location IDs like “e00332-20”

➢ Crossref has special code to parse first-page elements when publishers 
incorrectly placed a page range such as “332-345”



…to an answer

➢ But… Including hyphens (or most other punctuation) in e-location IDs 
contravenes best practices (and can also trip up eXtyles parsing)

➢ See https://wayback.archive-
it.org/12684/20190905184517/https://nfais.memberclicks.net/assets/docs/
BestPractices/article%20publishing.pdf

➢ If article identifiers are used in a journal, they should be assigned in accord with the 
following:

➢ They must contain at least 6 alpha and/or numeric characters so that they cannot be 
confused with pagination, volume number, or issue number.

➢ They should contain no punctuation so that they cannot be confused with ISSNs, other 
similar identifiers, or page ranges.

https://wayback.archive-it.org/12684/20190905184517/https:/nfais.memberclicks.net/assets/docs/BestPractices/article%20publishing.pdf


Following information crumbs (3)…

➢ https://www.wsj.com/articles/als-drug-works-in-study-researchers-say-
11576558801?mod=searchresults_pos18&page=1

https://www.wsj.com/articles/als-drug-works-in-study-researchers-say-11576558801?mod=searchresults_pos18&page=1


Published 9 months later in NEJM

➢ https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.
1056/NEJMoa1916945

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa1916945


And a secondary study 6 weeks after

➢ https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mus.27091

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mus.27091


High Altmetric score



But… Why is important information supplemental?



Ask the researcher… Print… Really?

➢Q: Your article has 2 figures and a table, and then a 

supplementary figure and a supplementary table. Clinical 

Research Articles in Muscle & Nerve allow up to 8 figures and 

tables. What was your rationale for making those 2 items 

supplementary rather than part of the article?

➢A: We generally submit a few figures/tables (the number is always 

within Journal’s guidelines but then reviewers/editors oftentimes 

make recommendations and most of the times they recommend 

to move content to the supplement - I always assumed this is 

because they want to save space in the print version)



Journal author instructions

➢ https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-
assets/assets/10974598/MUS_IFA%202
021-1605546759153.pdf

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/10974598/MUS_IFA%202021-1605546759153.pdf


What is “fast save”?

➢ https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-
assets/assets/10974598/MUS_IFA%202
021-1605546759153.pdf

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pb-assets/assets/10974598/MUS_IFA%202021-1605546759153.pdf


Two weeks later, another ALS article

➢ https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.
1002/mus.27110

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/mus.27110


Accepted, despite significant style deviations



Ask the researcher, again

➢ I can’t make the interactions between authors and peer reviewers smoother or 
faster. But there are other things that I can work on with respect to publishing 
research. Can you list 3 things that you would love to see improved/changed in 
the process of writing and submitting articles, and having your research 
published? Think big! If you can dream it, I can suggest it to my colleagues.



“What really drags an investigator down…”

➢ What would clearly accelerate the dissemination of research is to have help 
with the administrative aspects. It would be wonderful if we could just submit 
the content in decent format and have [the publisher] take care of the details

1. What really drags an investigator down is the formatting which differs from 
journal to journal and is extremely detailed and at times hard to figure out. For 
example, it has happened to me in the past that it took me days/weeks to 
submit because I just didn’t have time to format (page numbering style, 
margins, font size, where to put the list of abbreviations, what to include on the 
title page and in what order etc)

2. Not to mention my fights with Scholar One or whatever submission system (for 
example, entering every co-author affiliation one by one etc)



More researcher publication challenges

➢ Other things that considerably slow down dissemination of research results

1. Creation of high quality illustrations and tables. Could [publishers] offer assistance? That 

takes hours (generally nights and weekends)

2. References. If authors had editorial help that would speed up the publication process –

EndNote is very time consuming

3. Point by point response to reviewers takes forever. I understand why they are important

but I always tend to submit my reviews close to the deadline because it takes a long time 

to draft the point by point review, create the redline + clean copy. Not sure how to 

improve this but it takes up considerable time. maybe some help to format it? 



The pernicious price of formatting

➢ https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0223
116

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0223116


What’s really important?

➢ Would you rather see a researcher spend 52 hours per year:

➢ Reformatting manuscripts according to formatting guidelines

➢ Creating life-saving medicines

➢ Trying to understand global warming

➢ It’s time, now, for all journals to become format neutral on submission

➢ It’s the science that’s important, not the formatting!

➢ Author guidelines should :

➢ Outline content requirements, not formatting minutia

➢ Be reviewed and updated annually

➢ Remove any instruction that is handled automatically in editorial/production



Thoughtful publication processes

➢ Look at the big picture

➢ Create and innovate thoughtfully

➢ Treat metadata with special care

➢QA, QA, QA!

➢Follow standards and best practices!

➢ Discard legacy workflows

➢ Update workflows for today’s reality, not yesterday’s print



Thank you!

#XUG2021


